MYSTICAL EXPERIENCE, LANGUAGE' AND
ONTOLOGICAL CLAIMS
by Dean Pickard
This paper will discuss some general problems of participation in concept and
l"nguage use and in light of this, ciitically examine certain standard ontologicall claims
f,y mysti.r. tt *itt be posited that any literal interpretation of such claims is
*"I.
misleading and obscuresinsight into the mystical experience.A Zen Buddhist interpretation of these ontologic-alclaims not only removes the seeming paradoxes of
mystical language, but offers a philosophy of language which, like various western
philosophies, pnrc languageinto a more adequateand lessmisleadingperspective.
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Problems. Very often ir is stated outright by mysticsthat their experienceis ineffable.
lronically, they often proceed immedialely from this position to various sorts of ontogical ciaimsbasedon their experience.Such claims as "no things exist," "everything is
o.r-.," "duality and distinction are illusory," "universal mind alone existsand cannot be
described," are examplesof claims that, if taken literally, appearparadoxical.They are
inconsistent with ordi.,ury experience.lf such claims are taken on the samelogical level
as ordinary srarementslike "My dog is black," without consideringthe differencein context, paradoxesare likely to abound.
\ilhen mystical experience is given expression in language, the _religious or
metaphyricai presuppositionsof the speakermust be made clear, and ontological claims
must be seenir-,the to.,t.*t of the mystical experience.2The characteristicsof language
and conceptualizationthat would lend themselvesto making ontological claims must
also be made clear in order not to make the categorymistake of confusing the status of
ordinary empirically oriented claims and metaphysicalclaims, though the differenceis
one of degrel, not kind (they are all claims within a linguistic conceptual system).
The myitics' claims are based on experiencethat occurs in a different psychological
context tiran ordinary practical experience.The context is one of altered consciousness
in which normal practical social distinctions break down. Self and world are experienced differenrly than from within the context of customs and habits of practical or intellectual concerns. This difference should immediately alert us to treating the claims
associatedwith such mystical experiencewith great care when.integrating them into ordinary language,just a$ we do with the statementsfrom quanfum physics about reverse
time flow, negative weight mass' etc..
\y.V. O. Quine puts it succinctlywhen he says,"'We can only talk about what we say
there is." This ,,ri.rrr".,t, which seemsrather inhibiting, turns out on close inspection
to reflect the inherent limitations of language and knowledge we constantly encounter
in giving accounts of what there is.
dr"'r-ontology, i.e., talk about what there is, is based on the conceptual and
linguistic sysremone is participating in and the epistemicor other ends at stake.Conseq.rJ.,tly, we can never ialk about ;hat there is in any independent sense'only about
what we say there is. \Uhat we say there is, is dependentupon our linguistic conceptual
appartus in a non-trivial, foundational sense.
rOntological

claims are claims about what there is'

zThis may be said of all experience and ontological claims, though our concern here is mystical experience and
associated ontological claims.
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All ontological claims involve philosophical presuppositions. Being reflective and
pf,ii"r"phical"lv attuned is not rhe normal habit of mind. So we are very often not in
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5Zen is a sect of JapaneseBuddhism derived from chinese ch'an Buddhism, a mixture
and chinese Taoism emphasisingmeditation over scripture.
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mediately apparent. "Everything is one" does not mean that things are not distinct for
us, but that these distinctions arise in our own creativemode as thinking beings. The
unity or onenessis found not in an alreadyconceptuallydiffracted "world," but rather
in the consciousnessthat precedesand underliesthe conceptual diffracting.
Our various notions of the world are human constructsprojected by us for our own
ends and design.That the world will support many setsof distinctions, often mutually
incompatible, can point equally to a linguistic rather than the paradoxical interpretation of "the world." Experiencecan be accountedfor in many ways and seemingcontradictions can be pursued by looking carefully at our ways of conceptualizingand expressingrather than first taking those distinctions as real and then trying to make them
ultimately compatible in an ontology that is either paradoxicalwith or deniescommon
experience.There are many ways of logicizing"the world" and even more ways of expressingthose setsof distinctions.The notion of reality itself is shapedby abstraction.
\What it refers to overflows the boundaries of reflection. Some philosophers have
therefore deemed it a derivative or secondaryconcept, replacing it with the notion of being, fundamental reality, etc..
The irony of language and abstract thought is that it allows us to project far beyond
immediacy, to create and build "our world;" yet these are the very limits that we are
confronting in our purview, the ones we have built in. The irony for us is that no coneptual limit is absoluteor fixed, yet fixed limits are necessaryto seebeyond. To seebeyond
means to seebeyond some set of limits, as Einstein, with the help of two hundred years
of physics, saw beyond the boundaries of Newtonian mechanics, and contemporary
theorists have expanded beyond Einstein.
Much of Zen literature has been devoted to attempting to counter the buildup of
metaphysicalexplanation on the central insight of the Buddha about selfand world. \7e
interpret and project onto the world our concepts and viewpoints according to our feelings and our epistemicends.The point is not to deny or destroythis world but simply to
seethat it is a projectedinterpretation. Pain and pleasureand objects are in the world,
but as our projectionsof the world, i.e., it is the world for the self.If there is no selfthen
these distinctions dissolve.That is the central Buddhist insight.6 Not that there are
literally no things nor that the void is somehow ontologically fundamental. Enlightenment is not some special state of mind to be achieued,where the world is seen in its
essenceas utterly void. That is metaphysicaljargon indicating the very mistake, the
reification of concepts,which Zen attemptsto overcome.Languageis a tool. The classic
texts are tools. Literalism and reification destroy their potential use in overcoming
misleading implications of language.
Although some writers in Zen have tended to denigrate abstractthought becauseof
the pitfalls involved with abstractions,it is by no means an integral part of Zen as such
thinking may be in some other Buddhist and other Eastern religious thinking where,
ironically, philosophizing and metaphysicalconceptualizingabound.
In Christianity there has often been the tension betweenfaith seekingunderstanding
and sterilescholasticism,betweenfaith and reason.Faith alone was not enough. The rationalization for much of the supposedproof and reasoning with regard to deity and
world, creator and created,is that non-believersmust be persuadedas well as the faithful
strengthened through the lessermode, that of reason. Unfortunately, this mission to
persuadehad often become a passion,with the need to prove "the truth" the central
6,{ central insight of the western phenomenological tradition from Brentano and Husserl is the view that objects are al*ays /or consciousness. The relation of subject and object, consciousness and world is one of
reciprocal implication. One is necessary for the other. Their appearance presupposes their fundamental unity.
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motive. The need to "know" with certainty overshadowedthe centrality of simple faith,
whereupon orthodoxy often burgeoned into a stifling repository of scholastic rhetoric.
The long tradition of Buddhist logic, in contrast to Christianity, has aimed at showing
how all distinctions about world and deity are artificial, that is, artifacrs of human
reasoning,? and advisesnon-attachment to such an overlay of an intellectual grid upon
experience.
Despite the history of intellectual cul-de-sacsand excesses,to denigrate rhe intellect is
certainly not the answer, especiallywhen it is now very often the mode of introduction
to mystical discipline and insight, and later can enhance deepeningof experience.But to
exalt the intellect is equally disastrous. One must be cognizant of the inherent limitations of conceptualization and distinction expressedin languagewith all its potential pitfalls.
\Uhen language is operating smoothly it helps us get on in the world, educate the
young (and old) and generally helps organize our experience.\fhen misused it leads us
into faulty organization and.representationof self and world which leads to grearer conflict and suffering. Part of becoming educatedand mature means using language to undo
and correct fallacious reasoning. Ludwig Wjttgenstein saw that we can use insights
'lUith
about language to overcome problems arising from improper language use.
an
understanding of language, many of the problems associatedwith misunderstanding
and conflict disappear.
The interpretative nature of thought and languageis not to be embraced nor rejected,
rather simply observed and noted. Zen at its best neither repudiates reason nor is open
to its potentially disastrous excesses.Reason is used effectively when it does not inrerfere
with but rather enhances deepening of insight.
These insights from Zen about language, self, and world are at least partly derived
from and enhanced by the practical technique of meditation. Meditation is the practice
of samadhi, i.e., calming or stilling the mind. This allows then for prajna, the development of an increasingly subtle sensitivity and awareness.The effect of this on ordinary
discriminating consciousnesscan be therapeutic in softening up or releasing one from
the normal habits of mindwhich leadto unnecessaryconflict and distress.The ability to
observe without judging is greatly enhanced. There can more readily be a senseof compassion for others, and one's enhanced powers of insight can be used in the service of
helping others.
The practice of meditation is relevant here in that it leads to the realization that the
world and all its distinctions and pain and pleasureare bound up in the creative, projecting, interpreting processesof consciousness.
Even if one is unusual enough to be intellectually immunized against making absolute
ontological claims, meditation can further enhance seeing the world without such
assumptions of absolute perspective. Freedom, according to Zen, is in seeing the projecting, interpreting sense of self for what it is. An important step in that direction is
understanding the nature of languageand conceptual distinction, which is a concern of
both western and eastern philosophers.
?In some ways the arguments in the tradition of Buddhist logic are similar to Hume's scepticism about our notions of self, world, God, etc., and Kierkegaard's view that reasoning is a tool or system that can finally
generate only its own most fundamental suppositions.
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